Accessibility resources

- Accessibility checklists and resources are available at [webstandards.vcu.edu](http://webstandards.vcu.edu)
- siteimprove.vcu.edu - submit a service desk ticket for access to specific sites
- View status [webcompliance.ts.vcu.edu](http://webcompliance.ts.vcu.edu)
- View non-compliant web pages [go.vcu.edu/sitechecker](http://go.vcu.edu/sitechecker)
- [SiteImprove's Accessibility Checker Chrome Extension](http://siteimprove.com), a tool to help evaluate any web page for accessibility issues. It provides intuitive, visual feedback about your content by highlighting and detecting issues right on the page.
- VCU Achecker - [achecker.ts.vcu.edu](http://achecker.ts.vcu.edu)